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Abstract—The current generation of software analytics tools are mostly prediction algorithms (e.g. support vector machines, naive bayes, logistic regression, etc). While prediction is useful, after prediction comes planning about what actions to take in order to improve quality. This research seeks methods that generate demonstrably useful guidance on “what to do” within the context of a specific software project. Specifically, we propose XTREE (for within-project planning) and BELLTREE (for cross-project planning) to generating plans that can improve software quality. Each such plan has the property that, if followed, it reduces the probability of future defect reports. When compared to other planning algorithms from the SE literature, we find that this new approach is most effective at learning plans from one project, then applying those plans to another. In 10 open-source JAVA systems, several hundreds of defects were reduced in sections of the code that followed the plans generated by our planners. Further, we show that planning is possible across projects, which is particularly useful when there are no historical logs available for a particular project to generate plans from.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Data mining tools have been applied to many applications in SE (e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]). Despite these successes, current software analytic tools have certain drawbacks. At a workshop on “Actionable Analytics” at the 2015 IEEE conference on Automated Software Engineering, business users were vocal in their complaints about analytics [8]. “Those tools tell us what is,” said one business user, “But they don’t tell us what to do”. Hence we seek new tools that offer guidance on “what to do” within a specific project.

We seek such new tools since current analytics tools are mostly prediction algorithms such as support vector machines [9], naive Bayes classifiers [10], logistic regression [10]. For example, defect prediction tools report what combinations of software project features predict for some dependent variable (such as the number of defects). Note that this is a different task to planning, which answers the question: what to change in order to improve quality.

More specifically, we seek plans that offer least changes in software but most improve quality: here:

- Quality = defects reported by the development team;
- Improvement = lowered likelihood of future defects.

This paper advocates the use of the bellwether effect [11], [12], [13] to generate plans. This effect states that:

“… When a community of programmers work on a set of projects, then within that community there exists one exemplary project, called the bellwether [11] which can best define quality predictors for the other projects . . .”

Utilizing the bellwether effect, we propose a cross-project variant of our XTREE contrast set learner called BELLTREE (a portmanteau, BELLTREE = Bellwether+XTREE).

BELLTREE searches for an exemplar project, or bellwether [12], to construct plans from other projects. As shown by the experiments of this paper, these plans can be remarkably effective. In 10 open-source JAVA systems, hundreds of defects could potentially be reduced in sections of the code that followed the plans generated by our planners. Further, we show that planning is possible across projects, which is particularly useful when there are no historical logs available for a particular project to generate plans from.

The structure of this paper is as follows: the rest of this section introduces the four research questions asked in this paper, our contributions (§1.1), and relationships between this and our prior work (§1.2). In §2 we discuss the notion of planning. There, in §2.1 we discuss the planners studied here. §3 contains the research methods, datasets, and evaluation strategy. In §4 we answer the research questions. In §5 we discuss the implications of our findings. Finally, §6 and §7 present threats to validity and conclusions respectively.

RQ1: Is within-project planning with XTREE comparatively more effective?

In this research question, we explore what happens when XTREE is trained on past data from within a project. XTREE uses historical logs from past releases of a project to recommend changes that might reduce defects in the next version of the software. Since such effects might not actually be casual, our first research question compares the effectiveness of XTREE’s recommendations against alternative planning methods. Recent work by Shatnawi [14], Alves et al. [15], and Oliveira et al. [16] assume that unusually large measurements in source code metrics point to larger likelihood of defects. Those planners recommend changing all such unusual code since they assume that, otherwise, this may lead to defect-prone code. When XTREE is compared to the methods of Shatnawi, Alves, Oliveira et al., we find that:
**Result:** Planning with XTREE leads to the largest number of defects being reduced. This was true in 9 out of 10 projects studied here. Also, plans generated by XTREE are superior to other methods in all 10 projects.

Here, by “superior” we mean “larger defect reduction”.

**RQ2: Is cross-project planning with BELLTREE effective?**

This research question addresses cases where projects lack local data (perhaps due to the project being relatively new). We ask if we can move data across from other projects to generate actionable plans.

For prediction tasks, in the case of domains like defect prediction, effort estimation, code smell detection, etc., it has been shown that the bellwether effect [12] can be used to make cross-project prediction when a project lacks sufficient within-project data. We ask if a similar approach is possible for planning across projects. To assert this, we first discover a bellwether dataset from the available projects, and then we construct the BELLTREE planner.

As with RQ1, we note that in a cross-project setting, plans generated using BELLTREE were effective in generating actionable plans. Also, when compared plans from Shatnawi, Alves, Oliveira et al., we find BELLTREE to be a significantly superior approach to cross-project planning.

**Result:** For cross-project planning, we see that recommendations from BELLTREE produces large reductions in the number of defects. This was true in 8 out of 9 projects studied here. Further, plans generated by BELLTREE were significantly superior to other planners.

**RQ3: Are cross-project plans generated by BELLTREE as effective as within-project plans of XTREE?**

In this research question, we compare the effectiveness of plans obtained with BELLTREE (cross-project) to plans obtained with XTREE (within-project).

This is an important result—when local data is missing, projects can use lessons learned from other projects.

**Result:** The effectiveness of BELLTREE is comparable to the effectiveness of XTREE.

**RQ4: How many changes do the planners propose?**

In the final research question, we ask how many attributes are recommended to be changed by different planners.

This result has a lot of practical significance since developers have a hard time following those plans that recommend too many changes.

**Result:** XTREE/BELLTREE recommends the least number of changes compared to other planners, while also producing the best overall performance (measured in terms of defect reduction).

### 1.1 Contributions

1. **New kinds of software analytics techniques:** This work combines planning [12] with cross-project learning using bellwethers [11]. This is a unique approach since our previous work on bellwethers [11], [17] explored prediction and not planning as described here. Also, our previous work on planning [12] explored with-project problems but not cross-project problems as explored here.

2. **Compelling results about planning:** Our results show that planning is quite successful in producing actions that can reduce the number of defects. Further, we see that plans learned on one project can be translated to other projects.

3. **More evidence of generality of bellwethers:** Bellwethers were originally just used in the context of prediction [11] and have been shown to work for (i) defect prediction, (ii) effort estimation, (iii) issues close time, and (iv) detecting code smells [17]. This paper extends those results with a new finding that bellwethers can also be used from cross-project planning. This is an important result of much significance since, it suggests that general conclusions about SE can be easily found (with bellwethers).

4. **An open source reproduction package containing all our scripts and data.** For readers interested in replicating this work, kindly see https://git.io/fNcYY.

#### 1.2 Relationship to Prior Work

As for the connections to prior research, this article significantly extends those results. As shown in Fig. 1, originally in 2007 we explored software quality prediction in the context of training and testing within the same software project [18]. After that we found ways in 2009 to train these predictors on some projects, then test them on others [19]. Subsequent work in 2016 found that bellwethers were a simpler and effective way to implement transfer learning [11], which worked well for a wide range of software analytics tasks [17]. Meanwhile, in the area of planning, we conducted some limited within-project planning in 2017 on recommending what to change in software [12]. This current article now addresses a much harder question: can plans be generated from one project and applied to the another? While answering this question, we have endeavored to avoid our mistakes from the past, e.g., the use of overly complex methodologies to achieve a relatively simpler goal. Accordingly, this work experiments with bellwethers to see if this simple method works for planning as with prediction.

One assumption across much of our work is the homogeneity of the learning, i.e., although the training and testing data may belong to different projects, they share the same attributes [11], [12], [17], [18], [19]. Since that is not always the case, we have recently been exploring heterogeneous learning where attribute names may change between the training and test sets [20]. Heterogeneous planning is primary focus of our future work.

This paper extends a short abstract presented at the IEEE ASE'17 Doctoral Symposium [21]. Most of this paper, including all experiments, did not appear in that abstract.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Within</th>
<th>Cross</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>TSE '17 [12]</td>
<td>This work</td>
<td>Future work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fig. 1: Relationship of this paper to our prior research.
2 About Planning

We distinguish planning from prediction for software quality as follows: Quality prediction points to the likelihood of defects. Predictors take the form:

\[ \text{out} = f(\text{in}) \]

where in contains many independent features (such as OO metrics) and out contains some measure of how many defects are present. For software analytics, the function f is learned via mining static code attributes.

On the other hand, quality planning generates a concrete set of actions that can be taken (as precautionary measures) to significantly reduce the likelihood of future defects.

For a formal definition of plans, consider a defective class where the above operation may be performed. In this case, they represent an increase (or decrease) in some of the static code metrics of Fig. 2.

In order to operationalize such plans, developers need some guidance on what to change in order to achieve the desired effect. There are two ways to generate that guidance. One way is to is to use a technique used by Nayrolles et al. [28] at MSR 2018. In that approach, we look through the developer’s own history to find old examples where they have made the kinds of changes recommended by the plan.

When that data is not accessible, another way to operationalize plans is via guidance from the literature. Many papers have discussed how code changes adjust static code metrics [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. Fig. 3(b) shows a summary of that research. For example, in Fig. 3(a) we say a planner has recommended the changes shown in Fig. 3(a). Then, we use a look-up to look-up possible actions developers may take, where we see that performing an “extract method” operation may help alleviate certain defects (this is highlighted in gray). In Fig. 3(c) we show a simple example of a class where the above operation may be performed. In Fig. 3(d), we demonstrate how a developer may perform the “extract method”.

Fig. 3: An example of how developers might use XTREE to reduce software defects.

2.1 Other Kinds of Planning

Planning is extensively explored in artificial intelligence research. There, it usually refers to generating a sequence of actions that enables an agent to achieve a specific goal [29]. This can be achieved by classical search-based problem solving approaches or logical planning agents. Such planning tasks now play a significant role in a variety of demanding applications, ranging from controlling space vehicles and robots to playing the game of bridge [30]. Some of the most common planning paradigms include: (a) classical planning [31], (b) probabilistic planning [32], [33], [34], and (c) preference-based planning [35], [36]. Existence of a model precludes the use of each of these planning approaches. This is a limitation of all these planning approaches since not every domain has a reliable model.

Fig. 2: OO code metrics used for all studies in this paper. Last line, shown in gray, denotes the dependent variable. For more details, see [12].
Apart from code-based planning, we know of at least two other kinds of planning research in SE. Each kind is distinguishable by what is being changed.

- In test-based planning, some optimization is applied to reduce the number of tests required to achieve a certain goal or the time taken before tests yield interesting results [37], [38], [39].
- In process-based planning some search-based optimizer is applied to a software process model to infer high-level business plans about software projects. Examples of that kind of work include our own prior studies combining simulated annealing with the COMOCOMO models or Ruhe et al.’s work on next release planning in requirements engineering [40], [41].

In software engineering, the planning problem translates to proposing changes to software artifacts. These are usually a hybrid task combining probabilistic planning and preference-based planning using search-based software engineering techniques [42], [43]. These search-based techniques are evolutionary algorithms that propose actions guided by a fitness function derived from a well-established domain model. Examples of algorithms used here include GALE, NSGA-II, NSGA-III, SPEA2, IBEA, MOEA/D, etc. [44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50]. As with traditional planning, these planning tools all require access to some trustworthy models that can be used to explore some highly novel examples. In some software engineering domains there is ready access to such models which can offer assessment of newly generated plans. Examples of such domains within software engineering include automated program repair [51], [52], [53], software product line management [54], [55], [56], automated test generation [57], [58], etc.

However, not all domains come with ready-to-use models. For example, consider all the intricate issues that may lead to defects in a product. A model that includes all those potential issues would be very large and complex. Further, the empirical data required to validate any/all parts of that model can be hard to find. Worse yet, our experience has been that accessing and/or commissioning a model can be hard to find. Worse yet, our experience has been that accessing and/or commissioning a model can be hard to find. Moreover, the empirical data required to validate any/all parts of that model can be hard to find. Worse yet, our experience has been that accessing and/or commissioning a model can be a labor-intensive process. For example, in previous work [59] we used models developed by Boehm’s group at the University of Southern California. Those models took as inputs project descriptors to output predictions of development effort, project risk, and defects. Some of those models took decades to develop and mature (from 1981 [60] to 2000 [61]). Lastly, even when there is an existing model, they can require constant maintenance lest they become out-dated. Elsewhere, we have described our extensions to the USC models to enable reasoning about agile software developments. It took many months to implement and certify those extensions [62], [63]. The problem of model maintenance is another motivation to look for alternate methods that can be quickly and automatically updated whenever new data becomes available.

In summary, for domains with readily accessible models, we recommend the kinds of tools that are widely used in the search-based software engineering community such as GALE, NSGA-II, NSGA-III, SPEA2, IBEA, particle swarm optimization, MOEA/D, etc. In other cases where this is not an option, we propose the use of data mining approaches to create a quasi-model of the domain and make of use observable states from this data to generate an estimation of the model. Examples of such a data mining approaches are described below. These include five methods described in the rest of this section: XTREE, BELLTREE and the approaches of Alves et al. [15], Shatnawi [14], and Oliveira et al. [16].

2.1.1 Within-Project Planning With XTREE
XTREE builds a decision tree, then generates plans by contrasting the differences between two branches: (1) the current branch; (2) the desired branch. XTREE uses a supervised regression tree algorithm that is constructed on discretized values OO metrics (we use Fayyad-Irani discretizer [54]). Next, XTREE builds plans from the branches of the tree as follows, for every test instance, we ask:

1) Which current branch matches the test instance?
2) Which desired branch would the test want to emulate?
3) What are the deltas between current and desired?

See Fig. 4 for an example of how plans are generated using these three questions. See Fig. 3 for details on how these plans translate back to changes in the code.

Fig. 3A: Using XTREE
Using the training data, construct a decision tree. For each test item, find the current leaf: take each test instance, run it down to a leaf in the decision tree. After that, find the desired leaf:

- Starting at current, ascend the tree levels;
- Identify sibling leaves; i.e. leaf clusters that can be reached from level lol that are not same as current
- Find the better siblings; i.e. those with a score (#defects) less than \( \gamma = 0.5 \) times the score of current branch. If none found, then repeat for \( lol = 1 \). Also, return no plan if the new lol is above the root.
- Return the closest better sibling to the current.

Also, find the delta; i.e. the set difference between conditions in the decision tree branch to desired and current. To find that delta: (1) for discrete attributes, delta is the value from desired; (2) for numerics, delta is the numeric difference; (3) for numerics discretized into ranges, delta is a random number selected from the low and high boundaries of the that range. Finally, return the delta as the plan for improving the test instance.

Fig. 3B: A sample decision tree.
2.1.2 Cross-project Planning with BELLTREE

Many methods have been proposed for transferring data or lessons learned from one project to another, for examples see [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70]. Of all these, the bellwether method described here is one of the simplest. Transfer learning with bellwethers is just a matter of calling existing learners inside a for-loop. For all the training data from different projects $P, Q, R, S, \ldots$, a bellwether learner conducts a round-robin experiment where a model is learned from project, then applied to all others. The bellwether is that project which generates the best performing model. The bellwether effect, states that models learned from this bellwether performs as well as, or better than, other transfer learning algorithms.

For the purposes of prediction, we have shown previously that bellwethers are remarkably effective for many different kinds of SE tasks such as: (i) defect prediction, (ii) effort estimation, and (iii) detecting code smells [17]. This paper is the first to check the value of bellwethers for the purposes of planning. Noted also that this paper’s use of bellwethers enables us to generate plans from different data sets from across different projects. This represents a novel and significant extension to our previous work [12] which was limited to the use of datasets from within a few projects.

BELLTREE extends the three bellwether operators defined in our previous work [17] on bellwethers: DISCOVER, PLAN, VALIDATE. That is:

1) DISCOVER: Check if a community has bellwether. This step is similar to our previous technique used to discover bellwethers [11]. We see if standard data miners can predict for the number of defects, given the static code attributes. This is done as follows:
   - For a community $C$ obtain all pairs of data from projects $P, Q, R, S, \ldots$ such that $x, y \in C$;
   - Predict for defects in $y$ using a quality predictor learned from data taken from $x$;
   - Report a bellwether if one $x$ generates consistently high predictions in a majority of $y \in C$.

2) PLAN: Using the bellwether, we generate plans that can improve a new project. That is, having learned the bellwether on past data, we now construct a decision tree similar to within-project XTREE. We then use the same methodology to generate the plans.

3) VALIDATE: Go back to step 1 if the performance statistics seen during PLAN fail to generate useful actions.

2.1.3 Alves

Looking through the SE literature, we can see researchers have proposed three other methods analogous to XTREE planning. Those other methods are proposed by Alves et al. [15] (described in this section) plus those of Shatnawi [14] and Oliveira et al. [16] described below.

Alves et al. [15] proposed an unsupervised approach that uses the underlying statistical distribution and scale of the OO metrics. It works by first weighting each metric value according to the source lines of code (SLOC) of the class it belongs to. All the weighted metrics are then normalized by the sum of all weights for the system. The normalized metric values are ordered in an ascending fashion (this is equivalent a density function, where the x-axis represents the weight ratio (0-100%), and the y-axis the metric scale).

Alves et al. then select a percentage value (they suggest 70%) which represents the “normal” values for metrics. The metric threshold, then, is the metric value for which 70% of the classes fall below. The intuition is that the worst code has outliers beyond 70% of the normal code measurements i.e., they state that the risk of there existing a defect is moderate to high when the threshold value of 70% is exceeded.

Here, we explore the correlation between the code metrics and the defect counts with a univariate logistic regression and reject code metrics that are poor predictors of defects (i.e. those with $p > 0.05$). For the remaining metrics, we obtain the threshold ranges which are denoted by $[0, 70\%]$ ranges for each metric. The plans would then involve reducing these metric range to lie within the thresholds discovered above.

2.1.4 Shatnawi

Shatnawi [14] offers a different alternative Alves et al by using VARL (Value of Acceptable Risk Level). This method was initially proposed by Bender [71] for his epidemiology studies. This approach uses two constants ($p_0$ and $p_1$) to compute the thresholds, which Shatnawi recommends to be set to $p_0 = p_1 = 0.05$. Then using a univariate binary logistic regression three coefficients are learned: $\alpha$ the intercept constant; $\beta$ the coefficient for maximizing log-likelihood; and $p_0$ to measure how well this model predicts for defects. (Note: the univariate logistic regression was conducted comparing metrics to defect counts. Any code metric with $p > 0.05$ is ignored as being a poor defect predictor.)

Thresholds are learned from the surviving metrics using the risk equation proposed by Bender:

$$\text{Defective if Metric} > \text{VARL}$$

$$\text{VARL} = p^{-1}(p_0) = \frac{1}{\beta} \left( \log \left( \frac{p_1}{1 - p_1} \right) - \alpha \right)$$

In a similar fashion to Alves et al., we deduce the threshold ranges as $[0, \text{VARL})$ for each selected metric. The plans would again involve reducing these metric range to lie within the thresholds discovered above.

2.1.5 Oliveira

Oliveira et al. in their 2014 paper offer yet another alternative to absolute threshold methods discussed above [16]. Their method is still unsupervised, but they propose complementing the threshold by a second piece of information called the relative threshold. This measure denotes the percentage of entities the upper limit should be applied to. These have the following format:

$$p\% \text{ of the entities must have } M \leq k$$

Here, $M$ is an OO metric, $k$ is the upper limit of the metric value, and $p$ (expressed as %) is the minimum percentage of entities are required to follow this upper limit. As an example Oliveira et al. state, “85% of the methods should have $CC \leq 14$. Essentially, this threshold expresses that high-risk methods may impact the quality of a system when they represent more than 15% of the whole population.”
The procedure attempts derive these values of \((p, k)\) for each metric \(M\). They define a function \(\text{ComplianceRate}(p, k)\) that returns the percentage of system that follows the rule defined by the relative threshold pair \((p, k)\). They then define two penalty functions: (1) \(\text{penalty}_1(p, k)\) that penalizes if the compliance rate is less than a constant \(\text{Min}\%\), and (2) \(\text{penalty}_2(k)\) to define the distance between \(k\) and the median of preset \(\text{Tail}\)-th percentile. (Note: according to Oliveira et al., median of the tail is an idealized upper value for the metric, i.e., a value representing classes that, although present in most systems, have very high values of \(M\)). They then compute the total penalty as \(\text{penalty} = \text{penalty}_1(p, k) + \text{penalty}_2(k)\). Finally, the relative threshold is identified as the pair of values \((p, k)\) that has the lowest total penalty. After obtaining the \((p, k)\) for each OO metric. As in the above two methods, the plan would involve ensuring the for every metric \(M\) \(p\%\) of the entities have a value that lies between \([0, k]\).

### 3 Research Methods

The rest of this paper compares XTREE and BELLTREE against Alves, Shatnawi, Oliveira et al.

#### 3.1 Datasets

The defect dataset used in this study comprises a total of 38 datasets from 10 different projects taken from previous transfer learning studies. This group of data was gathered by Jureczko et al. \[72\]. They recorded the number of known defects for each class using a post-release bug tracking system. The classes are described in terms of 20 OO metrics, including CK metrics and McCabes complexity metrics, see Fig. 2 for description. Since we attempt to learn plans from within the project and across projects, we explore homogeneous transfer of plans. Homogeneity requires that the attributes (static code metrics) are the same for all the datasets and all the projects. We obtained the dataset from the SEACRAFT repository\[2\] (formerly the PROMISE repository \[73\]). For more information see \[11\].

#### 3.2 A Strategy for Evaluating Planners

It can be somewhat difficult to judge the effects of applying plans to software projects. These plans cannot be assessed just by a rerun of the test suite for three reasons: (1) The defects were recorded by a post release bug tracking system. It is entirely possible it escaped detection by the existing test suite; (2) Rewriting test cases to enable coverage of all possible scenarios presents a significant challenge; and (3) It may take a significant amount of effort to write new test cases that identify these changes as they are made.

To resolve this problem, SE researchers such as Cheng et al. \[74\], O’Keefe et al. \[75\], \[76\], Moghadam \[77\] and Mkaouer et al. \[78\] use a verification oracle learned separately from the primary oracle. This oracles assesses how defective the code is before and after some code changes. For their oracle, Cheng, O’Keefe, Moghadam and Mkaouer et al. use the QMOOD quality model \[79\].

A shortcoming of QMOOD is that quality models learned from other projects may perform poorly when applied to new projects \[80\]. Hence, we eschew older quality models like QMOOD and propose a verification oracle based on the overlap, between two sets: (1) The changes that developers made, perhaps in response to the issues raised in a post-release issue tracking system; and (2) Plans recommended by an automated planning tool such as XTREE/BELLTREE. Using these two sources of changes, it is possible to compute the extent to which a developer’s action matches that of the actions recommended by planners. This is measured using overlap:

\[
\text{Overlap} = \frac{|D \cap P|}{|D \cup P|} \times 100
\]

That is, we measure overlap using the size of the intersections divided by the size of the union of the changes. Here \(D\) represents the changes made by the developers and \(P\) represents the changes recommended by the planner. Accordingly, the larger the intersection between the changes made by the developers to the changes recommended by the planner, the greater the overlap.

As an example, consider Fig. 6 there we have 2 sets of changes: (1) Changes made by developers \((D)\), and (2) Changes recommended by the planner \((P)\). In each case we have 3 possible actions for every metric: (1) Make no change \(’-‘)\), (2) Increase \(’+‘)\), and (3) Decrease \(’-‘)\). The intersection of the changes represents the number of times the actions taken by the developers is the same as the actions recommended by the planner. This the above example, the intersection, \(D \cap P = 7\), out of a total of \(D \cup P = 9\) possible actions. This leads to \(\text{Overlap} = \frac{7}{9} \times 100 = 77.78\%\).

### 2. https://zenodo.org/communities/seacraft/
3.2.1 The \( k \)-test

Measuring overlap as described in the previous section only measures the extent to which the recommendations made by planning tools match those undertaken by the developers. Note that overlap does not measure the quality of the recommendation. Specifically, it does not tell us what the impact of making those changes would be to future releases of a project. Therefore, it is necessary to augment the overlap with a measure of how many defects are reduced as a result of making the changes.

For this purpose, we propose the \( k \)-test. Given a project \( P \) with versions \( v \in \{ P_i, P_j, P_k \} \) ordered chronologically (that is, version \( i < j < k \) in terms of release dates), we divide project data into three sets \( \{ \text{train}, \text{test}, \text{validation} \} \), which are used as follows:

1) First, train the planner on version \( P_i \). Note: this could either be data that is either a previous release (version \( i \)), or it could be data from the bellwether dataset.
2) Next, use the planner to generate plans to reduce defects for version \( P_j \).
3) Finally, on version \( P_k \), we measure the OOC metrics for each class in \( P_j \), then we (a) measure the overlap between plans recommended by the planner and the developer’s actions; (b) count the number of defects reduced/increased when compared to the previous release as a result of implementing these plans.

As the outcome of the \( k \)-test we obtain the number of defects (increased or decreased) and the extent of overlap (from \( 0\% \) to \( 100\% \)). These two measures enable us to plot the operating characteristic curve for planners (referred to henceforth as planner effectiveness curve). The operating characteristic (OC) curve depicts the effectiveness of a planner with respect to its ability to reduce defects. The OC curve plots the overlap of developer changes with the planner’s recommendations versus the number of defects reduced. A sample curve for one of our datasets is shown in Fig. 7.

For each of the datasets with versions \( i, j, k \) we (1) train the planner on version \( i \); (2) deploy the planner to recommend plans for version \( j \); and (3) validate plans for version \( j \). Following this, we plot the “planner effectiveness curve”. Finally, as in Fig. 7 we compute the area under the planner effectiveness curve (AUPEC) using simpson rule [81].

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

RQ1: Is within-project planning with XTREE comparatively more effective?

We answer this question in two parts: (a) First, we assess the effectiveness of XTREE (using Area Under Planner Effectiveness Curve); (b) Next, we compare XTREE with other threshold based planners. In each case, we split the available data into training, testing, and validation. That is, given versions \( v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_K \), we, train the planners on version \( v_1 \); then generate plans using the planners for version \( v_2 \); then validate the effectiveness of those plans on \( v_3 \) using the \( k \)-test. Then, we repeat the process by training on \( v_2 \), testing on \( v_3 \), and validating on version \( v_4 \), and so on.

For each of these \( \{ \text{train, test, validation} \} \) sets, we generate performance statistics as per Fig. 7. i.e. plot the planner effectiveness curve to measure the number of defects reduced (and increased) as a function of extent of overlap. Then, we measure the Area-Under the Planner Effectiveness Curve (AUPEC).

Fig. 8(a) shows the results of planning with XTREE (see column labeled XTREE). The columns constitute of 2 parts (labeled \( \bigtriangledown \) and \( \bigtriangledown \)) where:

(a) \( \bigtriangledown \) represents AUPEC for the number of defects reduced, and larger values are better;
(b) \( \bigtriangledown \) indicates the number of defects increased in response to overlap with XTREE’s plans, and smaller values are better.

We observe that, in 14 out of 18 cases, the AUPEC of defect reduced in much larger than AUPEC of defects increased. This indicates that within-project XTREE is very effective in generating plans that reduce the number of defects. Further, we note that in terms of the number of defects reduced, in all 18 datasets, XTREE significantly outperforms other threshold based planners.

It is worth noting that, in the case of AUPEC for defects increased, XTREE’s plans do seem to result in larger increase in the number of defects increased when compared to other threshold based learners. But, the number of defects reduced as result of XTREE’s plans are much larger than the occasional increase in defects. Thus, in summary,
Fig. 8: Area Under Planner Effectiveness Curve (AUPEC) obtained with the $\chi^2$-test for all planners. $\triangledown$ indicates AUPEC for defects reduced and $\triangle$ indicates AUPEC for defects increased. Larger values for $\triangledown$ are preferable and smaller values for $\triangle$ are preferable. For each row, cells with the largest AUPEC values shaded in gray. Note that in 14 out of 18 cases, XTREE/BELLTREE reduces far more defects than it increases. Cells labeled with $\dagger$ indicate the best planner for reducing defects. Note that in all cases, XTREE/BELLTREE outperform other planners. To compare XTREE with BELLTREE, cells are labeled with $\ddagger$. In 5 cases XTREE is better than BELLTREE, in 7 cases BELLTREE is better than XTREE, and in 6 cases they are comparable.

**Result:** In 9 out of 10 projects (14 out of 18 datasets), planning with XTREE leads to the largest number of defects reduced. Also, plans generated by XTREE are superior to other methods in all 10 projects.

**RQ2: Is cross-project planning with BELLTREE effective?**

In the previous research question, we construct XTREE using historical logs of previous releases of a project. However, when such logs are not available, we may seek to generate plans using data from across software projects. To do this we offer BELLTREE, a planner that makes use of the Bellwether Effect in conjunction with XTREE to perform cross-project planning. In this research question, we assess the effectiveness of BELLTREE. For details of construction of BELLTREE, see §2.1.2.

Our experimental methodology for answering this research question is as follows:

1) We first discover the bellwether data from the available projects. For the projects studied here, we discovered that Lucene was the bellwether (in accordance with our previous findings [11, 17]).

2) Next, we construct XTREE, but we do this using the bellwether dataset. We call this variant BELLTREE.

3) For each of the other projects, we use BELLTREE constructed above to recommend plans.

4) Then, we use the subsequent releases of the above projects to validate the effectiveness of those plans.

Finally, we generate performance statistics as per Fig. 7, i.e. plot the planner effectiveness curve to measure the number of defects reduced (and increased) as a function of extent of overlap. Then, we measure the Area-Under the Planner Effectiveness Curve (AUPEC). Figure 8(b) shows the AUPEC scores that were the outcome cross-project planning with BELLTREE (see column labeled BELLTREE). Similar to our findings in RQ1, we note that, in 15 out of 18 cases, AUPEC of defect reduced is much larger than AUPEC of defects increased. This indicates that cross-project planning BELLTREE is also very effective in generating plans that reduce the number of defects. Further, when we train each of the other planners with the bellwether dataset and compare them with XTREE, we note that, as with RQ1, BELLTREE outperforms other threshold based planners for cross-project planning.

**Result:** BELLTREE helps reduce a large number of defects in 15 out of 18 datasets (9 out of 10 projects). Plans generated by BELLTREE were also significantly superior to other planners in all 10 projects.

**RQ3: Are cross-project plans generated by BELLTREE as effective as within-project plans of XTREE?**

The third research question compares within-project planning with XTREE to cross-project planning with BELLTREE.
To answer this research question, we train XTREE on within-project data and generate plans for reducing the number of defects. We then compare this with plans derived from the bellwether data and BELLTREE. We hypothesized that since bellwethers have been demonstrated to be efficient in prediction tasks, learning from the bellwethers for a specific community of projects would produce performance scores comparable to within-project data. We found that this was indeed the case; i.e. in terms of AUPEC, both XTREE and BELLTREE are similar to each other.

Fig. 8 tabulates the AUPEC scores for the comparison between the use of within-project XTREE (see Fig. 8(a)) and cross-project BELLTREE (see Fig. 8(b)) for reducing the number of defects. We note that, out of 18 datasets from 10 projects, the AUPEC scores are quite comparable. In 5 cases BELLTREE outperforms XTREE, in 7 cases the performance is comparable to within-project data. We found that this was indeed the case; i.e. in terms of AUPEC, both XTREE and BELLTREE are similar to each other.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>XTREE</th>
<th>Alves</th>
<th>Shatnawi</th>
<th>Oliveira</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wmc</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dit</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noc</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cbo</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rfc</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lcom</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ce</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>npm</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lcom3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dam</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moa</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfa</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cam</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ic</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cbm</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amc</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_cc</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg_cc</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xylan</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poi</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log4j</td>
<td>Xylan</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jedit</td>
<td>Xylan</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result: The effectiveness of BELLTREE and XTREE are similar. If within-project data is available, we recommend using XTREE. If not, BELLTREE is a viable alternative.

RQ4: How many changes do the planners propose?

This question naturally follows the findings of the previous research questions. Here, we ask how many changes each of the planners recommend. This is important because having plans recommend far too many changes would make it challenging for practical use.

Our findings for XTREE tabulated in Fig. 9 show that XTREE (BELLTREE) proposes far fewer changes compared to other planners. This is because, both XTREE and BELLTREE operate based on supervised learning incorporating.

3. Space limitations prohibit showing results of BELLTREE. We notice a very similar trend to XTREE. Interested readers can use our replication package (https://git.io/fNcYY) to further evaluate these results.
two stages of data filtering and reasoning: (1) Discretization of attributes based on information gain, and (2) Plan generation based on contrast sets between adjacent branches. This is different to the other approaches. The operating principle of the other approaches is that attribute values larger than a certain threshold must always be reduced. Hence, they usually propose plans that use all attributes in an unsupervised manner, without first filtering out the less important attributes based on how they impact the quality of software. This leads to those planners being far more verbose and, possibly, harder to operationalize.

Result: Our planning methods (XTREE/BELLTREE) recommend far fewer changes than other methods.

5 DISCUSSION

When discussing these results with colleagues, we are often asked the following questions.

1. Why use automatic methods to find quality plans? Why not just use domain knowledge; e.g., human expert intuition? Recent research has documented the wide variety of conflicting opinions among software developers, even those working within the same project. According to Passos et al. [52], developers often assume that the lessons they learn from a few past projects are general to all their future projects. They comment, “past experiences were taken into account without much consideration for their context”. Jorgensen and Gruschke [53] offer a similar warning. They report that the supposed software engineering “gurus” rarely use lessons from past projects to improve their future reasoning and that such poor past advice can be detrimental to new projects [53]. Other studies have shown some widely-held views are now questionable given new evidence. Devanbu et al. examined responses from 564 Microsoft software developers from around the world. They comment programmer beliefs can vary with each project, but do not necessarily correspond with actual evidence in that project [54]. Given the diversity of opinions seen among humans, it seems wise to explore automatic oracles for planning.

2. Does using BELLTREE guarantee that software managers will never have to change their plans? No. Software managers should evolve their policies when the evolving circumstances require such an update. But how to know when to retain current policies or when to switch to new ones? Bellwether method can answer this question.

Specifically, we advocate continually retesting the bellwether’s status against other data sets within the community. If a new bellwether is found, then it is time for the community to accept very different policies. Otherwise, it is valid for managers to ignore most the new data arriving into that community.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Sampling Bias: Sampling bias threatens any classification experiment; what matters in one case may or may not hold in another case. For example, data sets in this study come from several sources, but they were all supplied by individuals. Thus, we have documented our selection procedure for data and suggest that researchers try a broader range of data.

Evaluation Bias: This paper uses one measure for the quality of the planners: AUPEC (see Fig. 7). Other quality measures may be used to quantify the effectiveness of planner. A comprehensive analysis using these measures may be performed with our replication package. Additionally, other measures can easily be added to extend this replication package.

Order Bias: Theoretically, with prediction tasks involving learners such as random forests, there is invariably some degree of randomness that is introduced by the algorithm. To mitigate these biases, researchers, including ourselves in our other work, report the central tendency and variations over those runs with some statistical test. However, in this case, all our approaches are deterministic. Hence, there is no need to repeat the experiments or run statistical tests. Thus, we conclude that while order bias is theoretically a problem, it is not a major problem in the particular case of this study.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Most software analytic tools that are currently in use today are mostly prediction algorithms. These algorithms are limited to making predictions. We extend this by offering “planning”: a novel technology for prescriptive software analytics. Our planner offers users a guidance on what action to take in order to improve the quality of a software project. Our preferred planning tool is BELLTREE, which performs cross-project planning with encouraging results. With our BELLTREE planner, we show that it is possible to reduce several hundred defects in software projects.

It is also worth noting that BELLTREE is a novel extension of our prior work on (1) the bellwether effect, and (2) within-project planning with XTREE. In this work, we show that it is possible to use bellwether effect and within-project planning (with XTREE) to perform cross-project planning using BELLTREE, without the need for more complex transfer learners. Our results from Fig. 8 show that BELLTREE is just as good as XTREE, and both XTREE/BELLTREE are much better than other planners.

Further, we can see from Fig. 9 that both BELLTREE and XTREE recommend changes to very few metric, while other unsupervised planners such as Shatnawi, Alves, and Olivera, recommend changing most of the metrics. This is not practical in many real world scenarios.

Hence our overall conclusion is to endorse the use of planners like XTREE (if local data is available) or BELLTREE (otherwise).
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